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RECENT DOCTORATES FELL TO ONE-FIFTH

OF TOTAL IN 1980
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These Highlights report the findings of a 1980 survey supported by the NationatScience Foundation CENTER IERICI

(NSF). "Study of Research Participation acid Other Characteristics of Recent Science and Engineer- Till dwumant haa basil Wm"
ing Faculty." The survey describes
the largest Federal R&D funding
were sent to about 1,90E dope
Responses from the 79 perc
weighted for nonresponse to

II-time faculty in the 156 doctorate-granting institutions with maned from the person of own,
fiscal year 1977. In these universities, survey questionnaires : mina changes slave boon mods to In

mints that offered science and engineering (S/E) doctorates ,OPrOduCtiOn gu*

f of surveyed departments that returned questionnaires were points of vow a, opinions wad in the
epresent all 1,900 departments mint do not nocasonly toproont

position or policy

degrees for seven years or lesso the full-time faculty
of S/E departments in Ph.D.-gran ing institutions was 21
percent in 1980down from 28 p rcent in 1974 and 39 per-
cent in 1988.

Between and 1980. this proportion fell in 14 of 15
S/E fields. The lar drop vas in mathematics where
the share fell from 35 percent to 22 percent. Chemical
engineering was the only field that showed an increase
(from 21, percent to 23 percent).

Correspondingly. the fraction of full-time faculty with
tenure rose in 12 of the 15 fields with an average gain of
about 5 percentage points. Only chemical engineering
had a significantly lower tenure proportion in 1980 than
in 1974 The greatest 1980 concentration of tenured faculty
was in physics. 83 percent, whereas the lowest was in
computer science, 59 percent.

About 5 percent of 1978-79 full-time faculty changed em-
ployers or telt the active labor force before the begin-
rang of the next academic year, Voluntary., resignations to
accept oche; academic positions accounted for one-third
of the departures

Overall, switches to nonacademic employment accounted
for one-fifth of departures. Such intersettoral mobility
was most extensive in engineering (28 percent of exits)
and least in social sciences (13 p.-ccentl

In 1979-80 approximately 7 percent of full-time faculty
had been newly appointed to their departments. As a
group, departments filled the majorit of their 1979-90 ,

faculty needs by recruiting from the ranks of graduate
students and postdoctorates. Experienced faculty from
other instItutions provided another third of appointees.
One-fifth of new faculty in the engineering fields came
from industry.

The Role of Recent Doctorates

any observers believe that recem doctoral faculty play
a key role in advances in academic research, although it
has not been demonstrated that younger researchers are on
average more productive than their senior colleagues.'
Even though the issue of relative productivity is still an
active research topic, there seems little dispute that younger
faculty make important contributions.

NSF has conducted or supported a series of surveys which
have traced a steady decline in the proportion of S/E faculty
who have held their doctorates seven years or less. Recent
doctorates fell as a share of total full-time S/E faculty from
39 percent in 1988 to 28 percent in 1974 and to 21 percent in
1980. The 1988 share refects the massive inflow of new
faculty in response to the rapid increase in college enroll-
ments during the sixties. Of the 15 fields surveyed in both
1974 and 1980.14 recorded a drop; only chemical engineering
showed a small increase in the percentage of recent faculty
chart At the level of the six broad SJE fields in 1980.
the physical sciences had the lowest recent doctorate share
(14 percent) and the social sciences the highest (29 percent).

By 1980 the percentage representation of younger faculty
had declined to a level well below that believed optimal by
department heads (table 1). The overall median desired
value of 30 percent contrasts sharply to the actual 22 percent
of doctoral faculty holding their degrees seven years or less.
(Note that these percentages apply to only doctoral faculty
whereas percentages in the preceding paragraph apply to
total faculty.) In no broad field was the ''optimal" percentage
eddied. Social scientists recorded the smallest gap between

desired and actual levels (33 percent vs 30 percent) The
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overall "optimum" of 31) percent seems' to be stable both
over time and across surveys. The same average for the de-
sired level of representation was obtained in a 1975 survey
supported by NEW.3

,Not surprisingly, recent doctorates were concentrated in
.entry -level facul,/ ranks. Only 2 percent were full professors
as compared to 15 percent who were associate professors
and 78 perce t who were assistant professors. An additional
3 percent eld the rank of instructor, a seldom used classi-
fication 'a universities. In contrast, two-thirds of senior
facult ad attained full professorships.

Tails 1. Moreau between actual and dashed personages
of regent dugout legally: 1NO

Field

Ascent doc-
tondos as
percent of

total docto-
rat faculty

(a)

Percentage of
recent doclo-
rates desired

by department
heeds'

til)

Difference
between

actual and
desired

percentage
iciaital-Mi

Total

Engineering

Physical Sciences

Biologics, sciences

Mathematical sciences . .

Social sciences .

Psychology

22 30 .4
22

15

20

20

30

27

30

25

27

30

33

34

4
-10

-7

-4

-3

-7

'Median value of reepoOses

SOURCE National Science Foundation

with Tenure'01tet.ry
The s fey found that not only had the representation of

recent doctorates declined but also that a rise in the propor-
tion of faculty with tenure had reduced the number of open-
ings that would be available in the future.' The percentage
of faculty with tenure rose from '70 in 1974 to 74 in 1980.
This proportion increased in 12 of the 15 fields surveyed in
both years. Only chemical engineering had a significantly
lower tenure proportion in 1980 than in 1974. Of the six
broad fields, the physical sciences had the highest 1980 level
of tenured faculty (81 percent); other broad fields ranged
from 70 percent to 75 percent.

Research Activity
If younger faculty make important contributions through

!heir research, as suggested earlier in this Highlights. their
0

'American Lounco on Education. Young Doctorate Faculty in Selected Sci-
ence and Engineering Departments. 1973 hi 1980, Higher Education Panel
Repoit Number 30 'Washington. D.C.)

lee National Science Foundation. Science Resources Studies Highlights.
-Tenure ()radices in Universities and 4-Year Colleges Affect Faculty Turn-
over (NSF 111-300). February 23. 1051 (Washington. D C )
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oanteliittions tie determined in large part by their success
in *MAIM* support from research sponsorsparticularly
the Federal Government. (According to another NSF survey,
three - fourths of WE faculty time spent in research in tint-
versidesis sponsored and separately budgeted.) Both recent
and senior doctoral faculty averaged almost one research
proposal per person in academic year 1976 -79. Engineers and i`
physkml scientists submitted proportionately the most pro-
posalsabout 1.3 end 1.2 per faculty member, respectively;
and metherafflical and social scientists the fewestabout
OW proposal fat tech two persons. In each broad field,
solder thatIty had received approval fora higher percentage
of their proposals by the time of the survey, spring 1200,
than had recent doctorate faculty-46 percent versus 58 per-
cent for all fields combined.* The lowest approval propor-
tion wee for younger engineering faculty (46 percent) and
the highest was for =moonier mathematical scientists (71

-percent!.
Beth the 1074 and 19110 surveys asked for an evaluation of

the eppropriateness of the distribution of research support
between younger and senior faculty which had resulted
from pest funding patterns. Department beads sit the sur-
veyed WE fields es a group were' less likely in 1660 than
six years earlier to believe that younger faculty were die-
advantaged. Almoattwo-thirds of responding heads in 1980
In all fields' combined believed that the existing split in re-
march support was appropriate. Those expressing if, con-
trary opinion (about one-fourth of tholemondentaLwere

ttiet -equallY diefiecTilth which group should get a larger
share of the funding, with a slightly larger percentage sup-
portingyounger faculty. The greatest dissatisfaction with the
existing split in support was in the mathematical sciences
where V percent of department heads believed younger
faculty received too small a share as compared to only 6
percent who felt that senior faculty received less than was
appropriate.

Patulty Turnovor
The flaw of recent doctorates into academic depends,

first, upon the number of positions which become available
each year through replacement of departed faculty or growth
in department size and, second, upon the years of experi-
ence of those appointed to fill these openinsa, About 5 per-
cent of VS faculty, or 2,200 in the surveyed universities,
left the institutions at which they were employed prior to
the 1979/80 academic year. These departures were more than
matched by the approximately 2,800 appointments for
19711/00, thus indicating about 2- percent aggregate growth in
faculty positions. As explained below, about four-tenths'of
these appointees were expetienced scientists and engineers
coming from other full-time sobs (table 2).

The broad fields varied little in their attrition rates as
summarised in the following tabulation, and each experi-
enced at least some staff growth. o

'Ibid., -tinivenity S/E Faculty Spend One-Third of Professional Time it.
Remterch" (NSF 111-317). August 31, 1911 /Washington. 11C

Ilecturee younger faculty had a slightly lancer fraction of propcsals that
had not yet been decided upon, this pp might fell by perhaps 3 percentage
points if the disposition of all proposals Were known.

All
S/E

fields

Engl.
neer-
Ina

Phy-
sical
act-

ences

Olo-
log-
Ical
aci-

snow

Meth-
emat-

ical
and

corn-
puter
scl-

ones

Social
sci

ones

Pay -
chol-
09Y

Number
of separa-
tions per
100 full-
time
faculty . . . 5 8 4 5 6 8 5

The relative uniformity of these growth patterns by field
does not correspond with apparent changes in the distribu-
tion of instructional burden among 8/E disciplines. For ex-
ample, social sciences baccalaureates nationwide dropped
about 20 percent between 1973/74 and 1976/79 cr mpared to
over 37 percent growth in ongineering bache )t's degrees
between 1975/76 and 1976/79.

Overall, about one-third of the separations re voluntary
transfers of experienced faculty among

3
entic institu-

tions (table 3).',Intra-academic mobility host marked in
psychology and the mathematical and 1 sciences where
it accounted for two-fifths of depart *s itsicompared to
only one-fifth in the physical scien

Survey results support anecdo
demia is a small net donor of
engineers to other sectors. Mitt',
about 1 percent of universit
signed to take nonacademic
many left industry for acs
ably much smaller nu
nonprofit institutions.

or Cation that aca-
enced scientists and
8/79 academic year,

faculty voluntarily re-
whereas only or. e-third as

with an unknown, but prob-
Coming from government and
highest level of exchange be-

This proportion assunlits *it none of the faculty appointments for if170/Oe
had earlier been dented Ishistre at another institution.

',The survey question on origins of new appointees combined those from
these two sectors with dant. whose previous status was "other tr unknown."

Tab, 2. Profesideftel status prior to tull-time faculty appointment 0
1979/1111

(Percent)

Flild

Full-time
graduate
student

PoC-
doc-

torate

Full-
time

faculty
or staff

Full -
time

Indus-
trie!

employee

Other
or un-
known

All fields

Engineering

Physical sciences .

Biological
sciences

Mathematical
sciences

Social sciences .

Psychology ,

34

41

16

11

43

51

39

23

10

42

51

10

5

15

33 6

26

30

14

36

38

39

17

5

1

3

3

1

5

5

3

9

4

7

SOt /SCE Nations! Science Foundation

34



Table 3.Reassas tordeporturos of 11111 -tints faculty
leaving 11173/79 positions

(Percent)

Engfrew. 09

Psyc

Voluntary resignation
Involuntary
resignation

Re-
tire-
ment

III-
nee

or
death

Another
ace-

demic
post-
tion

Non-
aca-

demic
posi-
lion Other

Failure
to
/5-

calve
tenure Other

4

20 4 34 20 6 '12 5

23 5 32 28 6 5

6 21 23 8 13 3

23 4 32 14 6 16 6

11 5 39 20 5 12 9

19 3 39 13 6 14 7

12 2 42 21 3 17 3

SOURCE Nat alScieficetoundatton

tween ac demic and other sectors was in engineering, the
only broa field in which industry, was a major source of
appoirite . Although such sectoral mobility reflects the
Alen clog criirealannrience hetween indttatrial and aca-
demic ene neerine activities. theseltransfeis amounted to
only about 1 percent to 2 percent of\ engineering faculty.

The rem inder of faculty separations were for causes
other than oluntary changing of employers. Retirement, the
most frequ nt of these other camel, accounted for about
one -fifth of t ose leaving in all S/E fields. These exits equalled

'These figures\ are consistent with the finding:" of Higher Education Panel
Survey 52 thar2 rcenr of experienced engine ing faculty voluntarily left
academia for Ind stry after 1879/80 American Co incif on Education.Recruit-
ment and Argent/ n of Full-lime Engineering Fagulty, Fall 1980. Higher Edu-
cation Panel Rep t No 52 'Washington, D C

National Sole Foundation
Washingto . D.0 20550
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about 1 percent of total faculty. This comparatively lower
level results both from the midcareer separation of some faculty
and, more importantly, the relatively small numbers who are
near retirement age." Recent Federal law will raise the
mandatory retirement age in universities and colleges to 70,
effective in 1982. suggesting that retirements may continue

\to be fairly limited for several years. Ultimately, delayed
retirements would tend to increase the fairly small attribution
caused by death or illness.

Involuntary separations due to failure to receive tenure
caused one in eight departures. The much lower level in
engineering (only one in twenty exists) presumably is caused
by the difficulty colleges of engineering have had in filling
faculty slots and the resulting eased competition for tenure.
Other involuntary separations resulting from factors such as
forced reductions in department size as well as disciplinary
actions caused another 1 in 20 clQarturer. This residual
category of involuntary resignations was most significant in
the mathematical sciences where It accounted ler 1 in 11 exits,

As shown in table 2, about four-tenths of those joining S/E
departments in 1979/80 had held full-time jobs elsewhere
the previous year. The romaiAing appointees had been full-
time graduate students or postdoctorates and hence could be
assumed to have re ;:eived their degrees within '4he preceding
seven years." (This excludes the small number of new
faculty whose prior status was "other or unknown.") Thus
in 1979/80. newly appointed recent doctorates constituted
about 4 percent of total full-time faculty (or about three-

--fifths e 7 percent of faculty Whir were newly appoifitedj.
If this percentage were to hold in the future, recent doc-
torates would ultimately represent about 25 percent of uni-
versity S/E faculty.'4

The survey fotind that only 2 percent of S/E faculty were 65 to 59 years
old and only A per,:ent were in the 60 to 84 bracket

Ms. of course. assumes all new university S/E faculty have completed,
their doctorates when, in fact, some are in the final stases of their dissertation.

Phis rough calculation assumes that new appointees who are recent doc-
torates have spent an average of one year as a postdoctorate so that they
have six years remaining as recent doctorates Thus.. 4 percent doctorates
hired per year times six years equals 24 percent
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